






Bore-Gard® Installation - 1,000 ft.
Perry, Oklahoma

Distance of Installation: 1,000 feet
Maximum Pulling Force on Pipe: Approx. 7,500 pounds
Reamer Diameter: 8 inch �Beaver Tail�
Soil Conditions: Wet Clay

To test the upper limit of Bore-Gard, a 1,000 foot run was installed at the Ditch Witch®

test facility. Both 10 and 20 ft. lengths were randomly assembled together. The
challenging installation was successfully completed in only a few hours. Even this
long installation did not exceed Bore-Gard�s maximum load rating of 8,700 pounds.  

Above Left: Bore-Gard PVC pipe is being attached to the Condux® pulling eye and Ditch Witch® 8
inch �Beaver Tail� reamer. Above Right: Bore-Gard pipe before the 1,000 ft. installation.

At Left: In the foreground is the reamer attached to the drill string.
Barely visible from 1,000 feet on the horizon is the drilling machine.
Above Right: A close-up look at the powerful Ditch Witch® JT2720
that quickly and easily pulled in the 1,000 ft. string of Bore-Gard.



Bore-Gard® Installation - 220 ft.
Long Island, NY

Pipe Pull Force Data
Maximum 1,560 lbs.

Note: Pull force data generated from self-contained on-board strain gauge and data gathering computer mounted between pipe
lead end and reamer. Data samples taken at a rate of 10 per second. See picture below.

]

Left: The data in the graph above was
generated by our state-of-the-art, self-
contained force measuring computer capable
of measuring both tensile and compressive
loads.  It is protected by a steel cylinder and
mounted on swivels at both ends.  Data was
sampled 10 times per second.  This leading-
edge technology has enabled engineers
to determine the actual loading on the pipe
as it is being pulled through the ground.  This
is the first known application of such high
technology to the development and
application of pipe for boring applications.
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Bore-Gard® Installation - 220 ft.
Long Island, NY

Distance of Installation: 220 feet
Maximum Pulling Force on Pipe: 1,560 pounds
Reamer Diameter: 6 inch
Soil Conditions: Clay and Rock

This was a challenging bore because of the significant elevation change.  From the
road level the pipe had to transition up a 50 ft. high hill at 45 degrees.  The bore first
went beneath the street, then beside and behind the residence.  The varied elevations
proved how convenient the short lengths of Bore-Gard are to transport and assemble.
The 1,560 lbs maximum load on the pipe was measured by our leading edge on-
board computer.  This used using only 18% of Bore-Gard�s capacity.

Above Left: Bore-Gard PVC pipe being installed down a 45 degree slope behind a residence.  The
elevation change was 50 feet from the residence yard below. Above Right: View from the drill rig.
The bore path went under the street, beside the residence and up the hill behind the home - a
total of 220 ft.

Far Left: Bore-Gard 20
ft. pipes being installed
down a steep slope.
HDPE on a reel was not
an option due to the
steep terrain.
Convenient Bore-Gard
pipes can be held in
any position required.
Left: A view from the
residence yard looking
up the hill where the
pipe was being
installed.  There was no
disruption to the
landscape of the
residence.



Bore-Gard® Installation - 200 ft.
Indianapolis State Museum Expansion

Distance of Installation: 200 feet
Maximum Pulling Force on Pipe: Approx. 22,000 pounds
Reamer Diameter: 36� Backreamer
Soil Conditions: Wet Clay

This was a $65 million project, which entailed constructing a new state-of�the-art
administration building for Indianapolis� State Museum.  Miles of conduit and cables
where needed to connect the two facilities, and because the two buildings were
separated by a 200 ft. canal and roadway, the networking connection posed several
challenges to the construction crew.  However, despite the severe angle of the bore
and the extreme stress placed on the conduit, 30 sticks of Schedule 40 Bore-Gard,
each 200 ft. long, was successfully pulled through the bore at one time.

Above Left:  A 200 ft. bore under a canal and roadway was needed to connect the Indiana
State Museum with the new Administration Building.  Above Right:  Prime Conduit Bore-Gard
has a 65 degree bend radius making it flexible enough to be pulled around a building.

Above Left:  A 36� backreamer
was used to pull the 30 sticks of
Bore-Gard through the bore.

Above Right:  Twenty-Six 4� Bore-Gard
conduits and four 4� Boreable Multi-Gard
ducts, each 200 ft. long, are being pulled
through a 200 ft. long bore.



Bore-Gard® Installation - 100 ft.
Florence, SC

Distance of Installation: 100 feet
Maximum Pulling Force on Pipe: Estimated 800 pounds
Reamer Diameter: 6 inch
Soil Conditions: Sandy

This was a short bore in sandy soil conditions.  Done beneath an active 3-lane street,
it proved how convenient the short lengths of Bore-Gard are to transport and
assemble.  Twenty foot lengths were installed for this major telephone company.  The
top executive and many other managers were on hand to see first hand how cost
effective and tough Bore-Gard really is.

Above Left: Bore-Gard PVC pipe at a depth of 6 feet is being pulled beneath the active roadway.
The tight transition and resultant bend radius was no problem for the strong joint design.  Above
Right: The entire Telco company crew was impressed with the simplicity, fast assembly, and
strength of Bore-Gard.  The entire 100 feet of pipe was laid out in a few minutes for before the
installation.

Above Left: In the foreground is the drill entrance
location of the straight bore under the street for a total of 100 feet.  Above Right: A close-up look at
the pulling eye (left), swivels, on-board computer and 6 inch reamer (right) attached to the lead end
of the Bore-Gard pipe (left) as it enters the ground.





Bore-Gard® Installation - 180 ft.
Columbia, SC

Distance of Installation: 180 feet
Maximum Pulling Force on Pipe: 1,870 pounds
Reamer Diameter: 6 inch
Soil Conditions: Rock, Roots, Sand, Clay

This bore required drilling 16 feet deep under a creek, which proved Bore-Gard is able
to withstand challenging boring conditions.  Roots, rock, and clay were encountered
by the crew of a major Telco (see photos below).  As is the case with many bores, a
small pit was created for the product entry requiring the Bore-Gard pipe to bend at a
tight radius.  The strong joint has been designed and tested to handle the toughest
conditions in trenchless construction.  This installation was proof of its performance.

Far Left: At the entrance pit,
Bore-Gard PVC pipe is being
pulled into the 6 inch reamed
hole through challenging tree
roots, rock, clay and sandy
soil. Left: Facing the entrance
pit overlooking a creek 6 ft.
below road level.  Maximum
depth of 16 ft. was reached
below the creek bed. Space
restrictions required the pipe
to be added every 20 feet of
the bore.  The simple joint
design enabled quick
assembly to easily keep pace
with pulling of the reamer.

Left: Facing the drilling rig (top left) overlooking the creek.
Directional drilling and Bore-Gard pipe was the least cost
option for this varied-terrain 180 ft. bore.  Trenching was not
an option. Above Right: A look at the 180 ft. span of the
bore from far left to far right (drill rig) of the picture.



Bore-Gard® Installation - 2x 220 ft.
Cleveland, OH

Pipe Pull Force Data
Maximum 2,395 lbs.

Note: Pull force data generated from self-contained on-board strain gauge and data gathering computer mounted between pipe
lead end and reamer. Data samples taken at a rate of 10 per second.
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Left: The data in the graph above was
generated by our state-of-the-art, self-
contained force-measuring computer, which
is capable of measuring both tensile and
compressive loads.  It is protected by a steel
cylinder and mounted on swivels at both
ends. Data was sampled 10 times per
second. This leading-edge technology has
enabled engineers to determine the actual
loading on the pipe as it is being pulled
through the ground.  This is the first known
application of such high technology to the
development and application of pipe for
boring applications.
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 Bore-Gard® Installation - 2x 220 ft.
Cleveland, Ohio

Distance of Installation: Two 220 ft. runs (440 ft. total)
Maximum Pulling Force on Pipe: 2,395 pounds
Reamer Diameter: 8 inch
Soil Conditions: Clay, Gravel, and Rock Fill

As seen in the pictures below, the steep terrain of this installation would have made it
nearly impossible for a reel of HDPE to be installed.  However, the convenient 20 ft.
lengths of Bore-Gard PVC pipe were able to be carried to the bottom of the hill before
installation.  With a maximum pull rating of 8,700 pounds, the pipe easily withstood a
maximum pulling force of 2,395 pounds, using only 27% of its maximum rated load.

Above: Bore-Gard PVC pipe is being installed on a 45 degree slope near the intersection of Ohio
Interstate 271 and Route 480 near Cleveland. Two 220 ft. installations were made about 20 feet
apart under the active highway. In spite of the challenging terrain, the pipes were easily assembled
and locked together before being installed.

Above Left: The 8 inch diameter reamer is seen here
along with the strain gauge and on-board computer used to measure the pull force on the pipe. An
expandable pulling eye was used to grip the leading end of the pipe. Above Right: The directional
boring machine and a 1,200 gallon water tank.











Bore-Gard® Installation � 150 ft.,190 ft. & 240 ft.
Liberty Island, New York

Distance of Installation: 150 feet,190 feet and 240 feet
Maximum Pulling Force on Pipe: Approx. 1000 pounds
Reamer Diameter: 16� Backreamer
Soil Conditions: Granite wall, rock fill, dirt and water

The Liberty Island was needed to provide future utility and cable needs.  Horizontal
Directional Drilling was the preferred method of installation because it minimized any
disruption to the islands pristine environment and tourist activities and Bore-Gard�s
convenient 10 and 20 foot lengths were ideal for limited space.  Three bores were needed
on the island, the first was 150 ft. under a bricked walkway to the corner of the gift shop,
the second was 190 ft near a row of oak trees, and the third was 240 ft. under a recessed
walkway near the base of the statue.  

Left:  Limited spaces and
minimizing disruption to the
pristine environment and
daily tourist activities made
Horizontal Directional
Drilling and Bore-Gard
the ideal solution.

Above:  Bore-Gard was transported to the
island, after visiting hours, on a 10,000 s.
ft barge pushed by a tugboat.

Left:  Using a 16� backreamer, two 6
inch Bore-Gard ducts are being pulled
into the 190 ft. bore




